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Figure S1. Sequencing of HGSOC reveals conserved mutational signatures and TP53 mutations. A)
Schematic of sample processing and bioinformatic workflow for data analysis from raw reads to final
SNV/indel and CNV calls. Sequencing from low-input, FFPE specimens was robust and sufficiently deep,
based on B) percentage of on-target reads and C) mean coverage in microdissected samples. D) Proportion
of the genome at multiple coverage levels in our data set, binned by anatomic site. E) Rate of C>T
substitutions positively correlates with patient age at diagnosis. F/G) Mutational signature varied only by
patient (F), but not anatomic site (G). H) Representative p53 immunohistochemistry revealed all HGSOC
samples were strongly p53 positive, indicative of a p53 mutation (specific mutation annotated below images),
except for sample 505 (TP53 splice site mutation).
HGSOC = high grade serous ovarian cancer; STIC = serous tubal intraepithelial carcinoma; FT = invasive
fallopian tube tumor; Ov = invasive ovarian tumor; Om = omental metastasis.
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Figure S2. Distribution of mutations and mutational signatures in HGSOC. A) Oncoprint of all nonsynonymous mutations in the patient cohort confirms widespread mutation of TP53 and a lack of other
recurrent mutations. For individual patients, oncoprint for each anatomic site is plotted for STIC, FT, ovary,
and omentum from top to bottom. B) Histograms of mutant allele frequency (MAF) reveal site specific
differences in MAF (red line=median). C) Mutational signature did not vary by mutational class. D) Gene
ontology analysis of core SNVs/indels reveal frequent mutations of adhesion-related genes.
STIC = serous tubal intraepithelial carcinoma; FT = invasive fallopian tube tumor; Ov = invasive ovarian
tumor; Om = omental metastasis.
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Figure S3. Genomic instability is a core feature of ovarian cancer that frequently involves DNAdamage repair genes. A) Volcano plot of significant copy number alterations of DNA damage repair
genes. Significantly altered genes within the cohort are highlighted in red and annotated. B-C) GISTIC 2.0
analysis of genomic regions that are significantly amplified (B) or deleted (C) by anatomic site across
patient tumors. Z-score significance cutoff of 0.25 is indicated with a green line. D) Gene ontology (GO)
analysis of core amplifications reveals significant amplification of genes involved in transcription.
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Figure S4. Annotated dendrograms of HGSOC metastatic trajectories. Maximum likelihood
dendrograms for each patient are annotated with branch length (above line) and bootstrap support (below
line). Branch length correlates with extent of genomic differences (based on LOH) between anatomic
sites, while bootstrap values represent statistical support for the branching of the dendrogram. For
example, in patient 451 the ovary and omentum pair is more divergent from the germline than the STIC
and fallopian tube.
gDNA = germline DNA; STIC = serous tubal intraepithelial carcinoma; FT = invasive fallopian tube tumor;
Ov = invasive ovarian tumor; Om = omental metastasis.
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Figure S5. Ex vivo model of metastasis to the fallopian tube. A) HeyA8 spheroids (green) rapidly
adhere to ex vivo fallopian tube explants (brightfield). B) Fallopian tube explants express PAX8 and
maintain junctional expression of E-cadherin and ȕ-catenin. C) HeyA8 ovarian cancer (OvCa) spheroids
implanted on a primary human fallopian tube explant histologically mimic STIC and express high levels of
Ki67 and stathmin 1. D) HT-29 colon adenocarcinoma cells implant on fallopian tube epithelium explants
but do not express PAX8. E) TYK-nu cells adhering to primary human omental explants.
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Figure S6. In vitro model of HGSOC-fallopian tube adhesion.. A/B) Large T-antigen immortalized (i)
FTECs form tight junctions as evidenced by strong junctional ȕ-catenin staining (A) and express the
lineage-restricted FTEC marker PAX8 (yellow: merged green/red) (B). C) Adhesion of HGSOC spheroids
to FTECs is significantly attenuated by inhibition of ȕ1-integrin with an antibody (AIIB2). **p<0.01;
***p<0.001.

